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Abstract. This paper aim to produce a design of direct current electric circuit teaching aid for foster creative thinking. The indicator of Creative thinking skill that measured is solving problem with different way. This study is research and development with instructional development model Four-D, but report in this study only until stage design direct current electric circuit. Consider from literature study identified that direct current electric circuit teaching aid from materials that are available in electronic store was needed for foster student’s creative thinking. And then, produced a design of direct current electric circuit teaching aid with instruction to foster creative thinking.
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1. Introduction

Physics is a part of science. Science is a problem solving activity conducted by humans who are motivated by a curiosity about the world around them and a desire to understand that world, or by a desire to manipulate the world in order to satisfy other wants or needs, or by both of these[2]. Based on this definition, science is a activity to solve a problem. In this case, the problem is everything that relates to daily nature phenomena.

Physics gives knowledge to students, and then the purpose of physics learning in school is a place to grow thinking skill and for solving problem in daily life. Physics learning in school need teach students for more specific purpose to give supply of knowledge, comprehension, and several skills to students that required for entering the more high level education along with developing science and technology. Physics learning was thought with scientific inquiry to grow thinking skill, work, scientific attitude, and communicate as one of life skill[6].

Creativity is the ability of someone to bring up something new, including idea and real work, produce a new thing or combined with things which already exist to produce a new thing that different from the previous. Creative thinking skill is required in making an innovation. Of course, to make students have creative thinking skill, students need to be familiar in solving the problems by creative way.

Someone can solve a problem with unusual way and easier to solve if he or her is creative. Creativity is the greatest gift of human intelligence. If the world becomes more complex, more creative we need to be to meet its challenges[10]. Creativity is a central source of meaning in our lives. Most of the things that are interesting, important, and human are the result of creativity[1]. Based on several definitions, someone who creative will solve problem with unusual way and more easy to solve. Creativity also needed for meet challenges.
Creative thinking provides looking into to events from different perspectives, suggesting multi choice solutions to problems. Creative thinking has four dimensions: Fluency (generating a large number of ideas), flexibility (generating ideas of different categories or approaches), novelty (generating unusual or rare ideas) and elaboration (generating ideas in detail)\textsuperscript{10}. Teacher need to be creative in developing lab course as effort to develop student’s creative thinking skill\textsuperscript{15}. Teacher has task to develop student’s creative thinking skill, of course, there are many ways to develop student’s creative thinking skill, one of it is doing lab course, with a certain way/procedure to foster creative thinking.

Problems appear when going to do Physics lab course in the school is unavailability of adequate facilities and infrastructure. Based on the observations that made by the researchers, note that the physics teaching aid is very inadequate. These condition has an impact on the activities of the Physics lab course is done very rarely. The second factor is that teachers who are less skilled in making a good practical guide. Teachers only use existing practical guidance from the book or from the internet. Results from other studies, it also shows that teachers are not optimal in designing and conducting physics lab course\textsuperscript{14}.

Physics course about direct current electric circuits commonly done with lectures methods and teacher center, and then electric current concepts are abstract and have high complexity, so it require a media in imparting these concepts in students\textsuperscript{4}. Physics course about direct current electric circuits need to be taught with a media and also the practical lab course to make it more meaningful. Students only arrange electrical circuit according with the existing instruction on the practical guide or student’s work sheets when arrange electric circuit activities. the electrical circuit that required to arrange was an usual series or parallel circuit.

The aim of this research is to produce a design of direct current electric circuit teaching aid to foster student’s creative thinking skill. Creative thinking skill has some indicators, but in this study the indicators that will measured is the ability to solve unusual problems. Ability to solve unusual problems revealed by student’s practice in constructing direct current electric circuits with complex problems and can be solved in several ways.

II. Method

This research is a research and development with instructional development model Four-D developed by Thiagarajan et al\textsuperscript{13} with the stages are Define, Design, Develop, and Disseminate. However, this research only until the stage Design teaching aid of direct current electric circuit. Teaching aid that developed with materials that are available in electronic stores. Direct current electric circuits teaching aid also carried an instruction to practical lab course.

III. Results and Discussions

A. Define

This stage, researcher analyzed about problem in practical lab course based on other research which related with electric current practical lab course. And then, researcher analyzed about advantages and disadvantages of the standard direct current electric current teaching aid which usually used in schools.
Based on analysis that conducted to identify the problems in direct current electrical circuit physics course material is highly abstract and complex\textsuperscript{[8][12]}. Concepts in electricity are invisible or cannot be seen, and it’s difficult to learn and implemented in real life. A lot of students difficult in understanding electricity concepts, mainly on electric circuit. Because it required analogy and appropriate learning model\textsuperscript{[9]}. In addition, students difficult to understanding the image of direct current electric circuit\textsuperscript{[3]}, The purpose of the image and image of direct current electrical circuit made students difficult to interpret it\textsuperscript{[8]}. Student’s misconception on electric circuit are also becoming a problem in study of learning material in direct current electric circuit\textsuperscript{[16]}. 

Learn by exploring, questioning, experimenting, manipulating, arrange things, testing, and modify the idea or solution tends to be preferred by many people. Students will be motivated to learn if they are allowed to use their creative thinking skills and their creative ways in processing information for acquiring knowledge and skills \textsuperscript{[7]}.

After the researcher analyze on existing standard teaching aid at school revealed that students difficult to associate electric current image with it. Students difficult to arrange circuit with using 216 holes construct circuit board. Because in electric circuit image of using wires, while if using 216 holes construct circuit board need connector to connected the holes. The principle is same, but it takes lot of time for students to get accustomed to using it.

Creative thinking skill can be supported by doing some activity like moving in different way, unusual solutions to problems, exploring alternative and unusual solutions to problems ,and improvising with common objects in the Environment\textsuperscript{[13]}. These activities are added to practical lab course to foster student’s creative thinking.

B. Design

Based on analyze that held, and then researcher designing DC electric current with materials are:

\textbf{TABLE I}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
No & Material & Picture \\
\hline
1 & Battery holder AA & \\
\hline
2 & Switch & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Crocodile clamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bulb + bulb holder (5 pcs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Battery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tools and materials are available at an electronics store. Tools and materials were selected because of the tools and materials are easier to associate with electric circuit image. The advantages of these teaching aid are the material is cheap and easy to associate with electric circuit image. Then these materials can be done the following practical lab activities:

1. OHM's law and Kirchhoff’s law practical lab course
   Students make a small group with 5 or 6 member. Teacher give a worksheet that outlines the purpose and the table only to write down the observations. Then students need to think and write down the procedure with accompanied by a teacher. And then, students done the practical lab activities and discussion the conclusions based on results of practical lab course.

2. Problem that students must solved
   Teachers give the problems of parallel and series circuit which need to be completed by students. Student and the members of his/her group must solve the problem. Here the following example of the problem:

   a) Make a circuit with four bulbs, with the condition are one bulb lit brighter than the two bulbs that lit with the same brightness and one bulb not lit.

   b) Make a circuit with five bulbs, with the condition are three bulbs on the same brightness and two bulb not lit up.

   c) Make a circuit with five bulbs, with the condition are three bulbs have the same brightness and two bulb with different brightness than three bulbs
3. Make electric circuit based on image that drawn by teacher
Teacher can make a problem that students must make series and parallel according the condition that given by teacher. Students will make several type of circuit, and then teacher need to made performance assessment and instrument of creative thinking skill for assess circuit which made by students.

IV. Conclusions

Based on literature study was identified problem that direct current electric circuit teaching aid was needed direct current electric circuit teaching aid from materials that are available in electronic store was needed for foster creative thinking students. And then, produced a design of direct current electric circuit teaching aid with instruction to foster creative thinking. The benefit of this teaching aid are (1) the material is cheap, (2) foster creative thinking skill (3) easy to associate with electric circuit image.
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